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Chapter I
PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

A. Why are the skills of teaching important for residents?

The purpose of this book is to help you become a better teacher You
may be asking yourself, "Why should this be important to me?" There
are two reasons First, it is important because you do a lot of teaching;
other residents, as well as medical students, depend upon you for this.
According to one study in which every department within a medical
center was represented, all residents had medical students as pupils, 70
percent taught interns, and 50 percent taught housestaff other than
interns (Brown, 1970). Unfortunately, resident teaching skills receive
little attention despite their obvious importance.

There is no doubt that the instruction received by medical students
from residents is a significant part of their education. A large amount of
that instruction occurs through supervision in the emergency room and
the operating room as well as on the wards and in the clinics. Residents
also teach medical students in Grand Rounds, Clinical Patho:ogical Con-
ferences, and Morbidity/Mortality Conferences In addition, residents
often make topic presentations to medical students during a clerkship.
Overall, most teaching is probably the informal "modeling" which
occurs within the constant exposure in the clinical services

It is estimated that 40-50 percent of a resident's training is received
from fellow housestaff (Brown, 1970) Interns and residents learn from
housestaff in other departments as well as in theirown. Overall, interns
spend approximately 10 percent of their time in teaching, while resi-
dents spend up to 20 percent (Brown, 1970).

In addition to fulfilling your responsibilities to others, there is a
second reason why teaching should be important to you. It is the best
way foryou to learn! There is a saying in education: to teach is to learn
twice. Intuitively, doesn't it make sense that, in the act of organizing,
preparing, and presenting materials to others, you learn a lot in the
process? By your being a better teacher for others, we are convinced that
you will be the best teacher for yourself

B. What is teaching and learning?

In order to become a better teacher, it helps to have a clear picture of
what constitutes both teaching and learning This is helpful because
often, in a group setting, you are both a teacher and a learner Also, your
work involves both education and service For example, at morning
report or attending rounds there may be medical students junior to you
and other residents senior to you, as well as an attending physician. The
previous night's admissions are discusse4 both to provide learning and
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) Residents as Teachers

to make diagnostic and therapeutic decisions By understanding what
constitutes teaching and learning, you can enhance the educational pro-
c..:ss that 'xcurs in such a mixed group with mixed objectives

To help you understand teaching and learning, consider the follow-
ing statement If the learner didn't learn, then the teacher didn't
teach Do you agree or disagree? Picture the following cartoon strip: A
little boy tells his friend, "I taught Rover how to whistle!" With an ear
up to the dog's face, the friend responds, "I don't hear him whistling."
The first boy replies, "I said I taught him to whistle. I didn't say he
learned it

Some people, perhaps including you, believe that if there is no
learning, there was no teaching According to this view, the verb, "to
teach," is analogous to the verb, "to give" When something is given,
something has to be received Proponents of this view recognize that a
"teacher may have cried to teach, but if there was no learning, what the
teacher did should not be called "teaching." The significance of this
viewpoint is that we cannot say that someone is a good teacher just
because the teacher seemed to teach well. What counts is whether
learners learned (Machlup, 1979)

Other people believe that teaching is anything done by a teacher that
intentionally promotes learning According to this view, the verb, "to
teach," is analogous to the verb, to offer When something is offered,
it may or may not be received The value of this viewpoint is that it
recognizes the reality that teaching may occur under circumstances so
adverse that little learning may occur. Nevertheless, the efforts deserve
to be acknowledged as teaching (Donald and Shore, 1977).

We would like to encourage you to make use of both views in order
to assess your own reaching While the bottom line is whether, as a
result of your teaching, there is learning, you should not feel useless in
the absence of learning Teaching and learning comprise a two-way
process, and teachers cannot accept full responsibility for the learning of
others

C. What are the principles of learning?

Individuals are responsible for their own learning, especially as
adults \lthough educational thinking in the past has focused primarily
on the needs of children, special attention is now being given to how
adults learn For example, in a handbook for continuing medical educa-
tors, the authors identified five assumptions about adult learners (Bun-
nell, 1980) We think these principles apply to medical students and
residents as well as to the medical practitioners for which these were
written

1 Adults usually want to use what they learn soon after they learii
it
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Residents as Teachers 3

2 Adults are interested in learning concepts and principles; they
like to solve problems and not just learn facts If they participate
actively in the learning process, it is easier for them to apply the
concepts and principles they are learning.

3 Learning is best when adult learners can proceed at their own
pace

4 Motivation increases when adult learners help to set learning
objectives Motivation is usually highest when the subject matter
relates to the immediate interests and concerns of the adult
learners

5 Adults like to know how well they are doing; feedback helps them
to evaluate their own progress

For us, the mega-principle which explains how adults, including
how medical students, residents, and you, learn is that adults have to
play as active a role as possible in their own learning. As stated by the
noted aault educator, Alan Knox (1979), adults who seek to enhance
their proficiencies see themselves as users, instead of recipients, of
education

D. What are the methods of teaching?

The importance of being active in order to learn led Whitman
(1981) to develop a model for choosing ana using methods of teaching
which recognizes that in the two-way process of teaching and learning
there are

two possible actors, the teacher and the learner,

two modes of behavior, active and passive;

two locations for teaching and learning, a classroom (any
room where people can sit and talk) and application sites
(places whey-_' people can apply what they have learned in
classrooms) A two-by-two matrix is shown in Figure 1

In the classroom

when the teacher and learner both are active, tnis is a group
dtfcu mon:

when the teacher is active, but the learner is passive, this is a
lecture.

In the application setting

when the learner is active, but the teacher is passive, this is a
tutorial: and

when the teacher is active, but the learner is passive, this is a
preceptorthrp
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Figure I.
Active-Passive Model
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E. How can you use this handbook?
We have correlated the four methods of teaching to the teaching you

do as residents:

Chapter II. Lectures: Consult this chapter whenever you have to
make a presentation.

Chapter III. Grand Rounds: Residents, especially chief residents,
sometimes have to plan and coordinate wand rounds This is a
special type of lecture.

Chapter IV. Seminars and Journal Clubs: These are the types of
group discussions in which residents typ;cally participate. This chap-
ter is aimed to help you both as a leader and a participant.

Chapter V. Teaching Rounds and Morning Report: In the appli-
cation environment, these are the types of tutorials in which resi-
dents find themselves as teachers.

Chapter VI. Bedside Teaching: In the application environment,
this is the preceptorshrp type of training in which residents find
themselves

In each of these chapters, you will find two parts. In the first part, an
orientation is provided which will include 1) a short discussion of the
method's background; 2) an explanation of how that method fits into

0



Residents as Teachers 5

the active-passive model, 3) a demonstration of what objectives are
best met by the method, and 4) a description of typical resident teach-
ing activities using the method In the seconi part of these chapters, five
principles are provided with suggestions for implementation of each
one

Keep in mind that, in addition to the formal settings which this
handbook adresses, residents are always teaching in an informal sense of
being a "role model" to medical students and other residents. We cannot
overemphasize the importance of your informal teaching.

We anticipate that many of you will use this handbook as a reference
manual. In other words, when you are faced with a specific teaching
responsibility, you will look up the relevant chapter. Finally, because
your role as a teacher will not end with your residency training, a
concluding chapter on the clinician-as-a-teacher is aimed to help you
prepare fur the future. Good luck in your role as resident-as-teacher!



Chapter 11
LECTURES

A. ORIENTATION
1. Background

The lecture is the most inefficient method of diffusing culture It bName
obsolete with the invention of printing It survives only in our universities
and their lay imaatchs, and a few other backward institutions Why don't
you just hand print lectures to your students? Yes, I know Because they
won't read them A fine institution it is that must solve that problem with
platform chicanery (B F Skinner, l918, p 42)

The above passage is from Walden Two, by B F. Skinnei. In this
utopian novel, a new society has done away with lectures. The issue
raised by Skinner is whether lecturing is purely a matter of platform
chicanery According to a number of studies, we know that students'
ratings of instruction are affected by the personal style of the teacher
rather than by the teacher's ability to convey instructional material.
This phenomenon is known as the D. Fox effect In the original
Dr Fox study, a professional actor was programmed to teach char-
ismatically, but nonsubstantively, on a topic about which he knew
nothing, -Mathematical Game Theory a Applied to Physician Edu-
cation The actor, -Dr Myron L Fox," was introduced with a facti-
tious curriculum vitae. He was trained ro deliberately use double
talk, neologisms, nonsequitors, and contradictory statements. Accord-
ing to almost all the 1 i psychiatrists, psychologists, and social work
educators who viewed the lecture personally and the ,1 mental
health educators and 33 graduate students who viewed the lecture on
videotape, Dr Fox used enough examples to clarify his materials,
presented his material in a well-organized form, and stimulated
their thinking One mental health educator even claimed to have
read the speaker's publications! No one detected the lecture for the
charade that it was.

According to a review of the original Dr Fox study and its many
replications, Abram', Leventhal, and Perry (1982) found that the
expressiveness of the teacher typically had a large effect on student
ratings, while content had a large effect on actual learning. In this
chapter, we want to encourage you to focus on both your expressive-
ness or style and on the content of your lectures. In this regard, we
could not agree more with the editors of Change Magazine (1978):

The lecture is the major medium of instruction in higher education and
thus the most abused Nothing is worse than a poor lecture, disorganized and
badly delivered But nothing is more effective than a good lecture, combining
substance with showmanship

6 1 z



Residents as Teachers 7

2. Acti%e-Passive Model

Figure Ia.
Ac:ive-Passive Model for Lectures
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Returning to the active-passive model, while the teacher is
active, students are relatively passive in lectures. Because the teacher
is mostly talking and the students are mostly listening, lectures can
be v-ry effective in transmitting new information Lectures are par-
ticularly helpful when the information does not appear in print. An
example of information you may know which does not appear in
print is your own clinical experience. By drawing on patients you
have seen, you can be a valuable incled a unique resource. For
those of you engaged in research activities, unpublished research
results constitute another example of information you have which
does not appear in print. Whenever you lecture, consider including
any information you have which cannot be lead in a book or journal.

Of course, often you will lectur.: on topics that are discussed :n
the medical literature. When information already appears in print,
you can be useful by synthesizing knowledge from many sources.
This is helpful because the people you are teaching may lack the
inter-st or the expertise to do the synthesis themse:ves. In fact, if
they were interested and capable, they would learn more by doing
the synthesis. This example is related to our earlier statement, "to
teach is to learn twice." The person who synthesizes il.aterials from
m:.ny sources is going to learn a lot. When you do this synthesis as a
lecturer, you probably will learn more than the students.

13



8 Residents as Teachers

3. Learning Objectives
When preparing a lecture, you should clearly establish your

expectations of what students will learn. These expectations are
known as educational objectives, and, according to a model used
widely by educators, there are three domains of learning or three
types of objectives: cognitive learning refers to thinking; affective
learning to feelings and attitudes; and psychomotor learning to
behaviors or skills (Bloom, 1956).

Keep in mind that the learning you realistically can expect in a
lecture (the educational objectives that students can achieve) is in
the cognitive lomain at low levels There are six levels of cognitive
learning, with each being a prerequisite for the next higher level:

1 knowledge (remembering material),

2 comprehension (grasping the meaning of material),

3 application (using material in new situations),

4 analysis (breaking material down into itsparts),

5 synthesis (putting parts together in a new way),

6 evaluation (judging the value of material).

Our view is that the lowest two levels (knowledge and compre-
hension) can be accomplished in a lecture The higher levels can be
modeled by the teacher, but probably cannot be chieved by students,
given their passive role in a lectl:re.

Some lecturers try to teach affecave objectives in a lecture, i.e.,
they try to teach attitudes. We think few speakers have that ability.
However, there is one affective objective that should be addressed in
every lecture, and that is the belief that this subject is worth know-
ing. We agree completely with Erickson (1980): Most instruction
involves a two-way process presenting information while at the
same time indicating its worth

4. Typical Activitie-
This chapter can be cons,Ited for a variety of lecture-type situa-

tions, inciuning pres2r,tations to medical students in your depart-
ment's clerkship an talks to nurses, physician assistants, and ancil-
lary staff

B. PRINCIPLES
Principle 1: Att, art and maintain aten 'on.

Some lectures gct off to a bad start because the speaker does not
successfully gain the audience's attention. A dear s'atement f pur-
pose can be very helpful. Al.- there are a variety of techniques that

14



Residents as Teachers 9

get people's attention, e.g , telling a relevant anecdote. posing a
dilemma, or asking an intriguing question. After attracting the
audience's attention, maintaining it is even more crucial Research
indicates that most adults in a lecture can pay attention for only
15-20 minutes before their minds wander This is due to their pas-
sive role as listeners, in contrast to the teacLer's active role as a
talker The challenge is to '.se a teaching technique, perhaps at the
20-minute mark, to get them re-involved in the lecture We want to
suggest three techniques for you to use- questioning, brainstorming,
and demonstration.

Questioning can be used to promote thought, to evaluate what
has been learned, and to move students toward your desired goals.
By being asked questions, the students are thinking and therefore
getting more involved XX hen you are asking a question, it is impor-
tant to state it clearly and be willing to tolerate silence for a little
while if you expect audience members to answer. Of course, some-

me you might try using rhetorical questions which are not meant
to be answered, but do encourage thinking

For questions you want the audience to answer, avoid making it a
guessing game Instead, try using open-end questions that do not
have a single correct answer. For example, if I were lecturing on
"How to Give a Lecture," asking "How can you help keep the atten-
tion of students?" is bette: than, "According to the educational
research, what is the average attention span in a lecture?"

f); ....onitorming is a special type of questioning. it is a technique
which generates a wide variety of creative ideas in a short period of
time. In brainstorming, the teacher poses a question and asks for as
many answers as possible Usually, it is advisable to write their ideas
on a flip chart or blackboard Criticism of ideas is not alloweu, but
combination and improvement of already presented ideas is encour-
aged After the idea-generation stage, the teacher can evaluate the
list and make the appropriate learning points As an example, in my
lecture on "How to Lecture," I might ask, "What are all the charac-
teristics of a good lecturer?"

A third technique is the demonstration. By using examples,
experiments, or some actual performance to illustrate a principle,
you are bridging the gap between theory and practice and are pro-
viding a memorable experience Earlier, 1 referred to giving a "How
to Lecture" lecture When I use questioning or brainstorming 20
minutes into the lecture, in a sense, I am demonstrating how to use a
technique to actively involve an audience Demonstrating how to use
teaching techniques helps to keep the audience's attention more
than simply telling them about these techniques.

lb



10 Resident, as Teachers

The key to this principle is that using technique: to attract and
maintain attention should be considered an invetment of time,
perhaps 10 minutes of your lecture, to compensate for the relatively
passive role being played by the students in your lectures.

Principle 2: Make only one or two major points.
-Students remember more when presented less- (Engin and

Engin, 1977) Educational research indicates that some lectures are
disasters when teachers try to teach too much malerial (Bligh,
1972)

T-) help you decide upon the major point you want students to
learn, try the following technique. Imagine that you already have
delivered the lecture you are planning. It is now three o'clock in the
next morning and you go from house to house shaking students out
of bed, asking ''What do you remember from my lecture?' What
would you want them to blurt out? It would be nice if it were mote
than just a fact or two Shouldn't it be some concept or new under-
standing of the facts? When you are clear what is important to
know, then your lecture can be organized around that theme.

Principle 3: Make the organization clear.
A lecture is well otganized when it helps learners bridge the gap

between what they already know and what they are going to know at
the end of the lecture Many lecturers effectively provide this bridle
by organizing their presentations into three parts First, in the
introduction, te// them what you're going to tell them. This preview
provides a structure for new knowledge. Second, tell them! In utl-er
words, the main part of thv presentation should deliver what was
promised in the introduction. Third, tell them what you told them.
This conclusion provides a review

In making the organization clear, a handout can be very helpful.
In a study of lecture notes and student achievement, Russell et al.
(1983) investigated the effectiveness of three types of hangouts:
comprehensive handouts contained nearly word-for-word transcript
of the lecture, including all of the tables and figures; partial hand-
douts consisted of an outline with key tables and figures; and ske-
leton handouts had a very brief outline of subtopics. All handouts
included the objectiv:s for the lecture Their study sup ?orted the use
of partial handouts. skeleton handouts promote encoding, i.e., the
process by students convert a lecturer's words into their own
words Comprehensive handouts promote storage, i.e., the use of
notes to refresh memories at a later point in time. Partial handouts
were seen as a compromise between the skeletal handouts which
encourage alertness in class and comprehensive handouts which
provide good summaries, but encourage passivity in the class.

16
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Principle 4: Use audio-visual aids that help, not binder.

Audio-visual (AV) aids can be very helpful when they comple-
ment a presentation. By incorporating AV aids into your verbal
presentation, you can use them to illustrate and clarify your key
points However, in general, we recommend against using AV aids
for their own sake A basic rule to follow is to select AV aids on the
basis of their potential to implement specific objectives

There is a simple explanation why AV aids can be helpful
(Howe, 1977)

People generally remember .

20g of what they HEAR

30% of what they SEE

509 of what they HEAR AND SEE

There are many types of AV aids to choose from. For example, a
flip chart or blackboard can be used to highlight lay points and
important term, Photographs, filmstrips, or videotapes can be used
for visual identifications Of course. in medical education, what is the
most commonly used AV aid? Slides! Unfortunately, slides are over-
used and abused According to the National Medical Audiovisual
Center ( 1976), there are three "visualizing virtues" to help you
select and use slides which will help rather than hinder your
lectures

1 Legibility: Often, there are too many words and numbers on
a slide In general, the viewer cannot read more than 35
words Also, the letters e often too small to be read. A rule
of thumb is that letter size should be 1/ 15 the height of the
screen If the slides are not legible because there are too many
words and numbers or if the lettering is too small, the lec-
turer will lose the attention of the audience.

2 Simplicity: Often, it helps the listeners understand the sub-
ject if information is subdivided on separate slides and if key
words are used to condense the number of words or the
screen An effective technique is "progressive disclosure"
which gives a sequence of slides which are cumulative. Each
successive slide adds one piece of information while retaining
everything from the previous slides.

3 See; hear compatability: What the lecturer says and what the
viewers see on the screen must complement each other.
However, reading slides word-for-word is uoring for the
audience Instead, the lecturer should talk about what is on
the screen. Often a lecturer may finish with a slide and begin

1r



12 Residents as Teachers

speaking on a new matter, but the old slide is still on the
screen This is poor see/hear compatability Use a blank slide
or shut off the projector

A problem wth slides is that often it is necessary to turn off the
lights for good visibility This also results in goo-4 sleen-ability. Keep
as much light on as possible and do not plan to shk_. _ides for more
than 20 minutes Shutting lights on and off repeatedly also should be
avoided because it is distractive

Finally, talk to the audience, not the screen Even though it is
difficult to maintain eye contact with dimmed lighting, do not stop
trying to reach out to your audience and communicate with them on
an individual basis A disembodied voice in a darkened room does
not engage the thinking of listeners

Many lecturers use slides to present date graphs or tables. How-
ever, Plaut ( 1982) points out that slides also can be used effectively
to present a summary of a research design, the illustration of con-
cepts, or to highlight the conclusion of a study In addition, cartoons
on slides can introduce a little humor We caution you that humor
should be relevant to a point you are making As we noted at the
beginning, select an AV aid on the basis of its potential for imple-
menting an instructional objective

Principle 5: Use a conversational speaking manner.

A major principle of good speaking is to be conversational This
means using a delivery in your lectures that is natural for you. Our
aim is not to change your personal style Rather, we want to encour-
age you to be yourself. However, regardle..s of what yo ,r personal
style happens to be, there still are some basic rules of conversation
that apply to everybody

Being conversational begins with looking at your listeners. By
maintaining eye contact, you can help keep listeners attentive, and
you can see how your lecture is being received by your audience

Being conversational also mepris varying the pace of your talk.
Speaking quickly through a whole lecture will make students feel
overwhelmed Speaking slowly through the entire talk will put them
to sleep By changing pace, you can help maintain attention and
highlight key points. The same is true for varying the volume of
your voice Avoid being only loud or soft In addition to varying the
pace and force of your voice, usu.?, natural hand and body gestures
will animate the lecture. We recommend keeping your hands out of
pockets and trying to use natural hand gestures you Ise in everyday
conversation

Every study ever done an lecturing identifies the importance of
enthusiasm Students at all levels most like lecturers who show

16



Residents as Teachers 13

enthusiasm for their subject and the teaching of it. Of course, every
person expresses enthusiasm differently However you act when you
are enthusiastic, that is the behavior we want to encourage in a
lecture Of course, if you do not like your subject matter or do not
like teaching it to others, you probably cannot be naturally enthusi-
astic, and we cannot solve that problem

lii



Chapter III
GRAND ROUNDS

A. ORIENTATION

1. Background

Once upon a time, Grand Rounds, so popular and populous that they
came to be held in a hospital's auditorium or similar fact, ty, were well
organized, decorous stately and punctual exercises The chief and other
leaders of the service occupied the front rows, and behind them, in hierarchi-
cal tiers, sat staff, house officers, students, and others At the appointed
hours, the case presentation began, and the patient's story was then
unfolded, usually by a house officer or student so intimately acquainted with
the facts that reference to written work, numbers, or notes was unnecessary
(Ingelfinger, 1978, p 272)

According to Ingelfinger, Grand Rounds no longer live up to the
excellence of the past In an editorial which appeared in The New
England Journal of Medicine, The Graying of Grand Rounds,"
Ingelfinger enumerated the problems as he saw them: a progressive
spiral of tardiness, spotty attendance, haltingly delivered case pre-
sentations, and a devastating din, with its most relentless compo-
nent being the insistent beeper

In response to Ingelfinger's editorial, McKusick wrote that grand
rounds had not yet deteriorated at Johns Hopkins since "their pre-
sentations are viewed as the 'gold standard' . (and) a high standard
of excellence in exposition has been insisted upon and achieved"
(1979, p. 440). With this chapter, we would like to help you return
to or retain, depending upon your department's current norm, this
gold standard We agree strongly with Bogdonoff, who wrote in The
Pharos, "Perhaps more than any other session, grand rounds carries
prestige and calls for the best from all participants It has long been
considered the flagship conference of a department's program"
(1982, p. 16)

Your responsibility, as a resident, may be to plan and organize
grand rounds for your department. In order to help focus you on the
true aim of grand rounds, we have adapted the statement made by
the editors of Change Magazine (see Chapter II. Lectures):

Nothing is worse than a poor grand rounds, disorganized and badly
delivered But nothing is more effective than a good grand rounds, combin-
ing substance with showmanship Although to disrepute in some circles,
grand founds is still one of the best means of conveying basic information
and of analyzing, Integrating and synthesizing complex materials
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2. Active-Passive Model

Figure lb.
Active-Passive Model for Grand Rounds
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Returning to the active-passive model, grand rounds is similar to
a lecture While there are active presenters, the audience is relatively
passive However, this was not always 30 Late in the nineteenth
century, attending physicians conducted grand rounds by walking
through the wards and stopping at the bedside of interesting
patients When the following became too large for the wards, grand
rounds were shifted to the hospital's auditorium However, until the
1950's, it was still common practice to bring the patient to grand
rounds at which time the intern made a case presentation. The
patient was questioned by senior physicians. After the patient left, a
staff member initiated discussion

Even if it is not convenient to bring the patient to grand rounds,
we recommend a return to the more ;nteractive model of the past.
Instead of using a patient's history to introduce a general topic
review, we suggest that the history be used to provide a focus for
disci., ;ion and to encourage audience members to become actively
engaged in problem solving

3. Learning Objectives

In Chapter II, we expressed the view that most lectures should
aim at the two lowest levels of cognitive learning, i.e., knowledge
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and comprehension As a variation of the traditional lecture, grand
rounds should be seen as an opportunity to achieve higher level
objectives, including application, analysis, synthesis, and eva:i..ition.
At the very least, the presciaers should model these higher level
objectives In other words, grand rounds should provide an oppor-
tunity for attending physicians and consultants to share what their
thinking was in the course of the case being presented:

What was new or unique about this patient's care that would
be applicable to the care of future patients?

How did they analyze the specifics of the patient's problem?

How did they synthesize the many pieces of data?

How would they evaluate the diagnosis and treatmen in
retrospect?

In other words, in grand rounds, speakers should think aloud
rather than merely recite facts Of course, in a truly successful grand
rounds, audience members will be encouraged to think along as well.

4. Typical Activities

In your department, there probably is a weekly or monthly grand
rounds schedule. Often, only the chief resident is assigned to plan
and organize the presentations However, all residents should con-
sider using the grand rounds format for special lecture presentations
such as clinical pathology conferences and morbidity/n-1o' ity
conferences

B. PRINCIPLES

Principle 1: Select a case which is important.

In a survey of chief medical residents, Bogdonoff (1982) found
that basic sciences topics and reviews of fundamental pathophysio-
logic processes received the major emphasis in grand rounds
According to his survey, there is a relative undcremphasis on the
psychological, behavioral, and economic aspects of medical care.
Bogdonoff concluded,

It seems that, overall, medical grand rounds IS predominantly a forum for
d,dactic presentations at which individual patients ate frequently seen and
interviewed and where patients' personal attitudes, feelings, and social prob-
lems received little or no specific attention (p 18)

Regardless of your specialty, we want to encourage you to plan a
grand rounds which is focused on a patient problem. Also, while we
are not recommending that every grand rounds foci's on behavioral
issues, we are suggesting emphasis on comprehensive discussions

2:4;
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which highlight the interconnectedness of physical, psychological,
social, and economic problems.

The key to achieving the "gold standard" in your grand rounds
will be to begin with a specific patient case that is topical, interest-
ing, and challenging Ask yourself, "What is there about this case
that highlights an important issue in diagnosis cr management?" If
you cannot think of an important issue, you have chosen a poor case.

Principle 2: Select a speaker who is knowledgeable and interesting.

In any given patient case, several individuals probably are
involved. Be selective regarding which speaker(s) you invite. Besides
selecting people who are knowledgeable, your obligation extends to
selecting people who also are interesting. Perhaps as an intern you
should begin planning for the day when you will have to schedule
grand rounds We strongly recommend that you keep a personal
record of the many speakers you hear in the course of your training
program. One technique which can help you keep track of speakers
is to fill out an index card for every speaker you hear. One one side
of the card, summarize what you learned about the person's exper-
tise. By jotting down the topic you have heard and how knowledge-
able the person seemed, you will be able to build up a network of
experts Also, when you interact with staff in the course of daily
patient case, you can add topic areas on their index cards. On the
other side of the card, jot down a few comments about the person's
Presentation skills Was this person interesting? .. organized? ..
stimulating? Thus, you will have a record of who is both knowledge-
able and speaks well.

Principle 3: Orient speakers to discuss, not lecture.

Often, when residents ask attending physicians to speak at some
event, like grand rounds, they are so concerned with getting a
speaker that they are reluctant .o prepare him/her. Although it is
natural to be so thankful that someone will make a presentation that
you shy away from being directive with that person, we suggest that
you are doing both the speaker and the audience a favor by making
clear your expectations

Let the speaker know that audience participation is desirable.
Encourage your presenter to ask questions of the audience and to
welcome their questions Prompt speakers to pose problems for the
audience to consider or to present alternatives in diagnosis or treat-
ment for participants to ponder. Suggest to presenters that a con-
versational manner is desirable as is maintaining eye contact with
the audience Also, let the speaker know some 'ling about the
audience, e g . its size and composition.
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Principle 4: Present sufficient data to identify, but not solve
problems.

Audience members need the relevant parts of the patient's his-
tory, physical examination, laboratory, and x-ray results. The key is
to withhold until later in the presentation results that will reveal the
final diagnosis and treatment needs In a successful grand rounds,
the audience pa.ticipates mentally in solving the patient's problems.

The introductory case presentation should be only five minutes
long The pertinent data and key points should be on a handout with
places for audience members to write and take notes. Never read the
presentation. This is incredibly boring! Instead, highlight the key
points in the handout.

Principle 5: Elicit audience participation.

The resident should take responsibility for controlling the flow
of presentations. After opening with the case presentation, intro-
duce the speaker(s) Let the audience know that their questions and
comments are not only welcome, but that they art essential to the
success of grand rounds

If a series of speakers is scheduled, use the transitions between
each speaker to elicit open participation from the audience Do they
have questions? What is their opinion of the diagnosis offered?
How would they have managed the patient? The resident can play a
key role in setting these ground rules and keeping track of the time.
At the end, the resident definitely should ask for an evaluation of the
patient case What would audience members have done differently?
What principles would they apply in future cases?

You, the resident, must keep in focus that a grand routids is
more than a lecture on a topic. It is a problem-oriented and
problem-solving exercise for the dadience.



Chapter IV
SEMINARS AND JOURNAL CLUB

A. ORIENTATION
I. Background

A story is often told about Woodrow Wilson's days as a distin-
guished Princeton professor Wilson strode into a graduate student
seminar and abruptly opened class by asking, "Any questions?-
When no questions were asked, he picked up his papers, announced
that class was over for the day and left the room, apparently satisfied
that no further teaching was necessary.

In this chapter, we will provide you with skills that will help you
be a bit more facilitative in seminars and other types of group
discussion sessions than was Woodrow Wilson. The story illustrates
well both the potential value and the inherent danger of using group
discussion as a teaching format. On the one hand, students who are
motivated and curious, and have the opportunity to ask questions
and actively interact with other students and the teacher, are likely
to achieve learning objectives beyond those of knowledge and com-
prehension They will be able to apply and analyze the material
being taught On the other hand, a poorly led discussion, in which
the format is unclear, the teacher or students are unprepared, and
the atmosphere dull or strained, is worse than a poor lecture. Since
the students' expectations are greater, the missed learning oppor-
tunities are therefore more disappointing.

Seminars, of which research seminars and journal clubs are
examples, are group discussions of the most pure sort. A group
discussion can be characterized according to whether it is based on
the needs and skills of the teacher, the learner, or the entire group
(Whitman and Schwenk, 1983 p. 11). In this case, seminars would
be an example of a teacher-centered discussion, in which

the amount of leadership required of the teacher is high;

the degree of :esponsibility by the teacher for the outcome is
high;

the amount of reinforcement of the learner required of the
teacher is high;

the previous level of subject knowledge required of the learner
is low;

the dominant style of interaction of the group is teacher
directed: and

the specific teaching technique used is questioning.

19
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We imagine that most activities of this kind will be led by a
senior resident, for the benefit th` junior residents. However, this
type of teaching can accommodate learners of all 1;:vels, from that of
a junior medical student sitting in on a resident teaching seminar, to
that of a senior faculty member with extensive research accomp-
lishments participating in a research seminar Whatever the back-
ground level of knowledge of the participant, a common characteris-
tic must be a motivation to learn and a willingness to actively
participate If this condition exists, learning can comfortably occur at
the appropriate level for each participant, including the teacher.

Just as a group discussion has certain distinct characteristics, so
does the discussion leader We hope that, in most cases, the resident
will take primary responsibility for the conduct and outcome of the
session, even if faculty members are present Therefore, we will
describe characteristics as if the resident If the teacher. There are
three particularly important characteristics of the successful discus-
sion leader

a) the teacher should demonstrate, through word and action, a
willingness to encourage participation by the learners,

b) the teacher should have a capacity for professional intimacy
with the learners, and

c) the teacher should have the ability to control the tenrion level
of the session (Whitman and Schwenk, 1983 p 6).

We will provide help later in this chapter for you to become profi-
cient in these skills

2. Active-passive Model
As has been previously described, a group discussion is a learn-

ing experience when both teacher and learner are active (Figure lc).

Although the teacher maintains responsibility for the conduct and
outcome of the session, the learner must actively participate in the
ques-ion-and-answer format in order to benefit Should the learner
bc passive (and the teacher allow that to continue), the session
reverts to a lecture, and intended learning objectives will not be met.

3. Learning Objectives

In the hierarchy of learning objectives described earlier, the
group discussion method is appropriate for the accomplishment of
higher Grder cognitive objectives and, occasionally, affective objec-
tives While lectures are best at transmitting knowledge and model-
ing comprehension, group discussion is best for learning applica-
tion, analysis, and synthesis of the subject material. The essentials of
fluid and electrolyte physiology are best transmitted through lecture;

2b
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Figure
Active-passive Model for Seminars and Journal Clubs
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an understanding of the application of this physiology to writing
post-operative intravenous fluid orders in an abdominal surgical
patient is better achieved with group discussion. The pharmacology
of adrenergic receptor blocking medications is best taught with a
-cture, the understanding of the somewhat unclear use of beta-

adrenergic receptor blocking drugs in the post-myocardial infarctio,
patient is better accomplished with group discussion. Coup discus-
sion is also a helpful format for the learning objective of evaluation,
such as in the critical review of recent research. Finally, certain
affective learning objectives may be accomplished, particularly when
a eroup has worked together over time, and the professional atti-
tudes of the teacher become those of the learners

4. Typical Activities

Exai.. les of resident teaching activities for which group discus-
sion would De 2ppropriate include resident seminars and noon
teaching sessions, which are usually the responsibility of the chief
resident; research seminars, where residents and fellows might
present their work and that of others for critique; journal club,
which may be a rotated responsibility; preclinical medical student
discussion groups, which are often used as an adjunct to the basic
science lectures of the preclinical years; and senior medical student
clerkship discussion groups, such as those which might be run by a
chief resident on a weekly basis throughout a cierl2hip rotation.
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B. PRINCIPLES

Principle 1: Prepare for the group discussion as much as, or more
than, you would for a lecture.

Many studies have shown that excellent teachers, when asked
how much preparation time they devote to a lecture vs. that for a
group discussion, report giving significantly less time to the latter.
This is unfortunate because the difficulty of conducting a spirited,
participative discussion demands that the teacher be even more
prepared than for a lecture The teacher should, of course, be as

knowledgeable about the material as possible. This includes delving
into deeper levels of content that may be uncovered by particularly
probing questions, or at least being familiar with current sources
where answers may be found in follow-up. A list of questions should
be prepared in advance, questions that are open-ended and diver-
gent (more about that later), and designed to stimulate curiosity or
encourage higher levels of learning. Listing possible answers or
solutions and anticipating are-s of confusion or difficulty are help-
ful The teacher should also prepare cases, examples, anecdotes, or
"war stories" to make the material more relevant to the learners'
experience. For example, relating the experience of personally man-
aging an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in a spectator at a football
game is certain to stimulate questions auout one-man cardiopulmo-
nary resuscitat;on technie,ue In summary, being prepared with two
or three times the necessary amount of facts, cases, and stories will
ensure a discussion that is rich for the learners and minimally anx-
ious for the teacher

Principle 2: Set "ground rules" for the group.

The teacher should make sure the topic is clear, well-defined,
and appropriately limited. It should be as real and relevant to the
learners' experience as possible. The teacher should make clear that
a lecture will not be given and that participation is not only neces-
sary for the learners to learn, but may affect their grade or evalua-
tion as well. This is an example of the shared responsibility for
outcome mentioned earlier. The teacher should set a clear norm for
participation by knowing the learners by name and facilitating
necessary introductions, including, perhaps, learning a bit about the
background of each participant. Arranging the seating in a circle, so
that all participants can see each other, is also helpful. Finally, the
time requirements of the session must be defined. Enthusiastic par-
ticipation is rarely possible for more than one hour.
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Principle 3: Encourage participation.

The teacher's armamentarium includes the use of silence, open-
ended questioning, paraphrasing, encouragement, summarizing, and
mild amounts of challenge or evaluation. In general, all comments
and questions are welcome, and any discussion is better than no
discussion The teacher must be comfortable with silence, giving
learners a chance to organize their thoughts before speaking. Direct
questions should Usually be open-ended and divergent. Open-ended
means that a single short answer is impossible Divergent means
that a question will have several (at least partially) right answers
that lead to further questions and discussion. Rephrasing the ques-
tion may be necessary if it is met with blank stares, but the teacher
should no a too hasty Providing positive feedback and focusing on
the "correct" part of a complex answer will encourage further dis-
cussion Clinical problems often have several correct alternative
solutions, and making this fact explicit will encourage discussion
(not to mention teaching an important problem-solving concept in
medicine) Summarizing the answers and thoughts on a problem or
topic and asking about the next step is often helpful The teacher
should use judicious amounts of challenge (the "devil's advocate"
role) to contront learners with inaccuracies or inconsistencies, but
this requires a level of trust, mutual understanding, and professional
collegiality (professional intimacy) that may not develop for several
sessions. Humor (not ridicule or sarcasm) may help here.

The primary role of the teacher in a group discussion is to be the
gatekeeper or moderator that controls both the participation and
emotional tone of the learners For the quiet learner not participat-
ing, the teacher should ask direct, but gentle, quest:ons and should
pay attention to non-verbal signals of the learner who might con-
tribute if given a little room. The teacher should also avoid always
looking directly at the learner who is speaking, so as to discourage
the development of a limited two-party conversation. For the exces-
sive talker, involving others may provide bala, , but occ, iionally a
direct confrontation, preferably outside of class, is necessary.

Principle 4: Deal appropriately and constructively with difficult
situations.

Some topics generate considerable emotion, such as care of the
dying patient or the _ilk, and the te, cher must model approp-
riate professional attit 'des, while still acknowledging and dealing
with negative or unpleJsant feelings. Careful paraphrasing of the
emotional content of a learner's statement is often helpful. Conflicts
between teacher and learner, or among learners, often arise, but
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these can be excellent learning opportunities if handled correctly.
First, the conflict needs to be acknowledged by the teacher, thus
giving it legitimacy The teacher can then ask for a further definition
of the conflict, followed by supportive data or arguments. A list of
advantages and disadvantages of a particular therapy might "oe gen-
erated. A cost-benefit analysis could be made. If necessary, further
research, such as library reading, could be assigned and the conflict
resolved at the next session Finally, some learners are so uncomfor-
table with the group process that tney challenge the process and
teacher directly. Tact is required to understand the underlying
-agenda- of this challenge and constructively respond to it, while
still meeting the learning needs of others.

Principle 5. Bring to closure both the group process and the learn-
ing objectives.

Just as a good group discussion needs a clearly defined beginning,
it needs a similar end. The teacher should acknowledge and com-
mend the positive contributions of each participant. The content
and conclusions of the discussion should be summarized, with neces-
sary clarifications Alternative solutions should be mentioned, and
any assignments for future work that were made should be reiter-
ated The final comment should perhaps be an evaluation by the
teacher of the adequacy of the group process itself, pointing out
areas of possible improvement and ending on an optimistic tone
regarding the anticipation for even greater excitement in the next
session
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Chapter V
TEACHING ROUNDS AND MORNING REPORT

A. ORIENTATION
1. Background

Do your teaching rounds, work rounds, or morning report seem
like any of these examples?

a) The attending is well-known for arriving late and leaving
early for morning report, due to his own research and clinical
demands Knowing this, the admitting resident presents the
most complicated patient admission first. As the resident
finishes his presentation, the attending makes a few superfi-
cial remarks and abruptly leaves rounds to the supervision of
the chief resident.

b) During the course of the case presentation, every resident is
paged and on the telephone for at least part of the presenta-
tion so that by the end no one can discuss the entire case.

c) After the case presentation is finished, two senior residents
get into a heated argument about the use of a particular drug,
and the argument carries on so long that several residents
leave to finish writing morning orders.

The obvious point is that, like most of graduate medical educa-
tion, there are often strong conflicts in teaching rounds between
patient care needs and educational objectives. Unlike many other
activities, however, the balance seems to frequently weigh too heav-
ily toward service needs,' o the detriment of educational needs. Our
opinion, and what we will help you accomplish in this chapter, is
that, in most circumstances, the "work" of work rounds can be
accomplished comfortably, and simultaneously, with the educational
work. While the intern is attempting to generate a differential diag-
nosis, the chief resident wishes to teach brainstorming and deduc-
tive reasoning. While the residents struggle with caring for a criti-
cally ill patient, the supervising resident is d-monstrating the
ability to critique and modify previous treatment decisions and
modeling the behaviors of a mature and seasoned attending physi-
cian The point is that the activities and outcomes of day-to-day
patient care not only can, but must, co-exist pleasantly with the
teaching of clinical problem solving and decision making. We rec-
ognize that the main purpose of a particular set of rounds may be
more for work in some cases, i.nd more for teaching in others.
Flexibility in this regard is helpful, while attempting to meet at least

a few objectives of both patient care service and teaching.
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So what role does the teacher-resident play in these rounds? The
resident has responsibility for assuring that both patient care and
educational objectives are met. He/she may, at different times, play
the role of presenter, discussant, or facilitator and should try to be
comfortable moving from one to another. The presence or absence
of an attending physician or faculty member does not generally alter
the role, and the supervising resident should feel comfortable in
keeping rounds within certain time constraints, no matter who is
speaking Fortunately, you, and not we, have to deal with your Chief
of Service in this regard We would note, however, and will empha-
size in Chapter VII, that all faculty can benefit from the teaching
done by senior residents, especially ii. the area of current clinical
literature We v.'ould encourage you to take your responsibility for
teaching your faculty seriously

2. Active-passive Model

Teaching rounds and work rounds are somewhat like a tutorial
with some characteristics of a group discussion Specificaily, the
teacher might be relatively more passive and the learners relatively
more active

Figure Id.
Active-passive Model for Teaching Rounds and Morning Report
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In this blend of tutorial and group discussion, the amount of leader-
ship required is low to medium, the degree of responsibility by the
teacher for the outcome is liw to medium, and the amount of rein-
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forcement of the learners required of the teacher is low to medium.
These three characteristics are inversely related to the previous level
of knowledge required of the learners, which is medium to high. For
example, if the housestaff assigned to a particular ward one month
have an especially high level of previous knowledge, the amount of
leadership, degree of responsibility, and amount of reinforcement
required of the chief resident will be low.

3. Learning Objectives

As we have already mentioned, higher order cognitive objectives
and affective objectives are best accomplished with tutorial and
group discussion techniques in teachi igf work rounds. These objec-
tives include analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and changes in profes-
sional demeanor or affect. Specifically, the types of purposes that are
best met by this method are to learn independent reasoning and
clinical judgment, to learn effective communication of clinical mate-
rial, and to learn the art of critique and clinical consultation. While
this teaching style would not be appropriate for transmitting certain
facts about the anatomy of the peritoneal cavity, it is perhaps the
best way of teaching how to evaluate and manage a patient with
abdominal pain.

4. Typical Activities

We have described the usual types of rounds to which these
teaching skills apply. They include morning report, resident work
rounds and team conferences, attending work rounds, and Chief of
Service rounds.

B. PRINCIPLES
Principle 1: Establish an efficient format that satisfies time con-

straints.

The easiest way to fail in meeting the educational objectives of
teaching rounds is to take so long in doing so that the admitting
residents mentally (or physically) leave rounds in order to geL their
daily work done. It is the supervising resident's responsibility to
determine the number patients to be presented or discussed and
to verbally commit to finishing at a specified reasonabl? time. A
simple statement to this effect at the beginning of rounds is helpful.
Contrary to popular thinking in medical education, more is rarely
better An efficient and succinct approach to each patient, in which
important, but not necessarily all, points are highlighted, is clearly
the most productive, both for patient care and learning. Complete-
ness, at the expense of clarity and significance, is not to be
encouraged
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We would strongly suggest that patients be presented in the
well-known SOAP format, even those presented briefly in follow-
up Only pertinent positive and negative points should be included,
so that even the most complicated patient can be presented in no
more than five minutes Again, significance is more important than
completeness While you are all familiar with the content of a stand-
ard SOAP preser--.tion, we wish to highlight the following points
Historical information should focus almost so's ly on the chief com-
plaints, with only very pertinent past history and systems review
included. A modest amount of social history is helpful, so as to give
others a mental image of the patient. This information will also
usually figure preminently in patient management and disposition.
Only pertinent aspects of the physical examination should be
reported The reporting of obscure signs, especially with eponyms,
is to be discouraged. The reporting of laboratory findings should
include a justification of costs and risks. The diagnostic assessment
should include specific hypotheses, in the form of a problem list, and
should include a defense The clinical reasoning should be made
explicit and apparent The management plan should acknowledge
acceptable alternatives.

An efficient format is one that balances the conflicting time
needs of patient care (less time) and teaching (more time), while
giving learners sufficient physical comfort to encourage their partic-
ipation Most new patients can be adequately discussed in 10 or 15
minutes, previously admitted patients in much less The room
should have comfortable and adequate seating, and allow each par-
ticipant to see all others. Rounds in which the medical students
scant., , -comfortably in the back, or in which the entire group walks,
as if wan some vestig31 memory of Oslerian days, are rarely produc-
tive The description of these rounds as a "mass of shifting dullness'
is an apt one. If bedside teaching or examination is required, it is
better handled at a different time, usually with a smaller group (see
Chapter VI)

Principle 2: Work to prevent dominance of the discussion by your-
self or others.

Repeat the following phrase three times: "Teaching rounds are
not lectures A well-known phrase, attributed to A. Bronson Alcott
in Orphsc Sayings, is that "the true teacher defends his pupils
against his own personal experience." In other words, the paradox
for the teacher is to use his/her influence to make the students
independent of that influence An important goal of teaching rounds
is to teach the process of clinical decision making and problem
solving In order for this learning to occur, it seems logical that
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students need to do a little work, to venture guesses and opinions, to
ask questions, and to challenge others These things will not happen
if only one or two participants do all the talking The role of the
supervising resident, then, is to guarantee equal access to "air-time"
for all concerned. A student (or faculty member) dominating the
discussion should be thanked for the contribution and a direct, open-
ended question asked of a less participative member The expecta-
tion should be created at the outset that all contributions of a
genuine effort are not only tolerated but welcome. The leader of
rounds must have a fair degree of tolerance for ambiguity of purpose
and direction to allow exploration and experimentation. As noted by
Rubeck and Pratt, what is most important is "a degree of restraint
which prevents leaders from imposing their own reactions,
thoughts, values, and behavior on other participants" (1978 p. 2).
This requires of leaders "a willingness to wait, while others attend
to, interpret, and respond to the discussion in their own perceptions,
thoughts, and manner of communication" (p. 2).

In summary, before we deal with specific discussion techniques,
the role of the teacher is to

set the time constraints of tim session,

arrange the room to encourage discussion,

create an expectation of discussion and learner-centered
teaching,

avoid lecturing or answering too many questions directly,

ask questions that encourage further probing, and

never interrupt productive discussion.

Principle 3: Use open-ended, divergent questions as the dominant
mode of teaching.

If the supervising resident provided few actual answers, but
asked mostly questions that had no single, short answers, the teach-
ing rounds would be a guaranteed success. As noted by Rubeck and
Pratt, questions should be asked such that ".' .. respondent must not
only recall factual information, but also manipulate it, discriminate
the relevant aspects, assemble the facts, factors, and thoughts, and
)udgments into a pertinent response In responding to such 'higher
lever questions, the student relates facts, makes comparisons, gives
explanations, predicts consequences, or makes conclusions" (1978 p.
3) Asking the student the normal range of serum sodium concentra-
tions is relatively boring and educationally less useful. Asking a
student the significance, and likely cause, of a serum sodium of 160
mg% in a nursing home patient is far more productive.
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The types of questions which promote this type of thinking are
those which are open-ended, meaning that short answers are insuf-
ficient, and divergent, meaning that there is more than a single,
correct answer Students should be asked to clarify, support, defend,
justify, correlate, critique, evaluate, analyze, interpret, and predict.
They should not be asked to state facts or answer "yes or no."

The following are examples of questions that will promote
discussion.

Based on the history to this point, what diagnoses a_e you
considering?

Based on this history, what physical findings will you be par-
ticularly looking for?

What is the significance of the physical finding just presented?

Given the physical examination, how is your original differen-
tial diagnosis altered?

Based on this history and physical examination, what labora-
tory tests are indicated?

How would you justify the use of test?

What would you do if test were unavailable?

Do you think this patient should have been admitted? Why or
why not?

What alternatives for treatment are there?

What do you think of the treatment proposed by the pre-
senter?

What are the critical factors to monitor in the next
hours/days?

What should be done for this patient after he/she leaves this
hospital/office?

As the discussion widens, the facilitator should gradually bring it
to closure by asking rn re directed and closed questions, similar to
techniques of patient interviewing. In this open/closed, accordion-
like fashion, many ideas are generated and the best agreed upon,
generating interest and enthusiasm for all participants.

Principle 4: Promote the ability of clinical problem solving as a
goal.

An ideal goal of teaching rounds is to teach the art of clinical
problem solving and decision making at the same time that actual
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problems are solved and actual decisions made The role of the
experienced supervising resident is crucial to the achievement of
this educational goal. Of greatest help will be the ability to make the
clinical reasoning process visible, apparent, and explicit, rather than
hidden and nebulous as is often the case. The critical factor is that
clinical reasoning is a deductive, rather than an inductive, process.

Scientific investigation and research is an inductive process, in
which massive data are collected and an explanation or hypothesis
springs, almost magically, from well-trained intuition. Clinical deci-
sion making, on the other hand, is a deductive process in which
empirically tested paradigms directly link hypotheses to even a sin-
gle piece of datum, such as a physical examination finding or labora-
tory test result. The experience of the supervising resident must be
made apparent in this process. When the chief surgical resident
hears of a patient presenting with painless hematuria, the decision
to evaluate a genitourinary cancer should be made explicit so that
students understand why that diagnosis, and not infection, is first on
the list Similar comments can be made about the findings of pain-
less jaundice, pediatric periumbilical pain, or amenorrhea in a
female of reproductive age. The teacher's vast store of clinical expe-
riences must be made visible and relevant to the learner. As noted by
Elstein et al., "The differences between experts and weaker problem
solvers are more found in the repertoire of their experiences, organ-
ized in long-term memory, than in differences in the planning and
problem-solving heuristics employed" (1978 p. 276). In other
words, maximal learning will occur when learners struggle energeti-
cally with a difficult clinical problem, guided with illuminating ques-
tions and well-timed clinical "pearls."

Principle 5: Bring closure to both patient management issues and
the teaching process itself.

As we have said, teaching rounds often have both patient care
and educational objectives The accomplishment of one without the
other is a hollow victory. At the end of each patient presentation,
the teacher should make a definite statement regarding the adequacy
of the data collected, the diagnosis(es) finally agreed upon, and an
appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic plan. Patient care should not
suffer from the ambiguity of the learning process. At the same time,
however, the teacher can also comment on the quality of patient
presentation, the legitimacy of alternative diagnoses offered, the
originality and cost-effective nature of the laboratory evaluation, and
the accuracy of the initial treatment plan. Assignments for further
reading or data collections can be reiterated, and the quality of the
overall discussion can be critiqued.
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32 Residents as Teachers

Indications of success in the tutorial process are the presence of
certain learner behaviors, such as the student noting inconsistencies
or inaccuracies in the material presented, citing relevant inforina-
tion from current literature, asking insightful questions, offering
comments freely, and indicating personal opinions clearly and freely
(Rubeck and Pratt 1978). Another excellent indicator, by the way, is
that everyone had a chance to talk!
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Chapter VI
BEDSIDE TEACHING

A. ORIENTATION
1. Background

There is no better way to introduce the subject of bedside teach-
ing than with a quotation from Sir William Osier, who noted that
there should be "no teaching without a patient for a text, and the
best teaching is that taught by the patient himself" (Osier, 1903,
p. 50). In the early 1900's, as a revolution in medical education was
occurring in which a scientific basis for medical practice was being
developed and tal ;ht, Osier recognized the critical need for an
increased emphasis on providing practical bedside experiences for
students and residents "to educate the eye to see, the ear to hear, and
the finger to feel" (Osier, 1903, p. 50). This contrast between the
technological and personal aspects of medical practice and education
would seem to be even more dramatic today. The explosion in bio-
medical knowledge, and in concommitant diagnostic and therapeutic
technologies, does not at all obviate the need for teaching about
patients, with patients, and even by patients. Perhaps the need is
actually even greater While we recognize, in other chapters, the
attributes and value of other types of teaching, we would suggest
that bedside teaching is a particularly critical type, in which resi-
dents should perhaps be most expert.

Residents may need to be particularly excellent bedside teachers
because of the documented infrequency with which faculty approach
the patient when teaching. (When we refer to bedside teaching, by
the way, we include ambulatory patient-based experiences as well.)
Anecdotal experience suggests that "modern" full-time faculty are
rarely seen teaching with the patient. In one study, less than a
quarter of attending round time was spent with the patient, and
most of that was devoted to the demonstration of physical findings
(Payson and Barchas, 1965). Collins et al. found that, in pediatric
hospital teaching rounds, only 16 percent of the time was "actually
spent at the bedside or with a patient present; and for at least half of
that . . the presence of the patient was not actually necessary to the
discussion. In fact, most rounds tended to take place in the corridor,
an area ill-suited to discussions of any type" (1978, p. 430). A study
in 1964 noted in 25 percent of cases that the attending faculty
member did not see the patient, either during or after ward rounds.
(Reichsman et al., 1964). Clearly, the supervising or chief resident
has an important role to fill in taking the junior resident or medical
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student to the bedside or examination room, and junior residents fill
a similar role specifically with medical students.

What are the advantages of teaching based upon the presence of
the patient? Linfors and Nee lon (1980, p. 1232-33) list three, to
whit we would add a fourth They noted that 1) "the patient can
be seen as an individual," with whom medical decisions are made,
rather than to whom procedures and tests are applied, thus human-
izing and personalizing medical care; 2) the presence of the patient
helps the tea(' ing process to be more participative, such that
(cachets and 1 rners together have the collegial opportunity to
understand the patient's problems and find ways to solve them; and
3) bedside teaching is the ultimate manifestation of the "physician"
as "teacher," rather than as "lecturer," "discussant," or "consultant;"
this role modeling behavior is critical to the student's professional
development. The advantage we would add is that bedside teaching
is essentially the only method in which the teacher has the oppor-
tunity to obserNe patient care skills directly and give immediate
feedback Thus, with reference to learning objectives, bedside teach-
ing is the only way in which evaluation of interviewing, physical
examination, and psychomotor skills can be done accurately and
immediately.

Given these advantages, why does bedside teaching occur with
such apparent infrequency? Linfors and Nee lon note that a sort of
"clinical entropy is dispersing learners from the bedside" (1980,
p 1231). They give five reasons for this. First, there is a false
concern for the comfort and well-being of the patient. Several stu-
dies (Linfors and Nee lon, 1980; Engel, 1971; Romano, 1941) actu-
ally show that the bedside teaching is not only not invasive or
uncomfortable, but is usually a positive, reassuring, and comforting
experience. We should note one study (we think poorly done) that
purported to find an increased rate of death from myocardial infarc-
tion in patients recently visited on bedside rounds (Jarvinen, 1955).
Second, some physicians feel that patients should not be involved at
all in medical decision making, even through participation in bed-
side teaching. This "medical chauvinism" is clearly inappropriate in
the current day. Third, some physicians (perhaps the same group as
that described above) imagine that medical education should always
consist of the direct transmission of knowledge from the active
teacher to the passive learner. Clearly, bedside teaching can expand
upon this limited view of learning to accomplish higher order learn-
ing objectives. Fourth, many teachers wish to limit their discussions
to scientific data, particularly to the area in which they feel expert.
Understanding and using the wealth of data generated for most
patients can be overwhelming to both teacher and learner, and the
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presence of an additional complicating factor, a real live patient, can
Lecome the proverbial straw on the back of the educational camel.
Fifth, many teachers fear they lock the necessary complex interactive
skills to lead an elegant, erudite, and compassionate Oslerian-type
discussion In reality, as we shall show, this is not the case. The
necessary skills are those which any experienced clinician should
have the ability to make the small, but critical, cognitive transitions
from "knowing" to "doing" to "showing," and thereby follow tl.e
dictum of surgical education, "see one, do one, teach one." Residents
can, and must, fill this role.

2. Active-passive Model

Bedside teaching is a form of preceptorship, in which the teacher
is relatively more active and the student relatively more passive.

Figure le.
Active-passive Model for Bedside Teaching

Active Teacher Passive Teacher
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The teacher's active involvement in guiding the discussion, role-
modeling attitudes, demonstrating psychomotor skills anti proce-
dures, and providing feedback are critical to thr outcome.

3. Learning Objectives

As we have previously mentioned, while bedside teaching can
transmit knowledge and stimulate analysis and application, its gr-at-
est use lies m accomplishing higher order objectives, such as synthe-
sis, evaluation, modeling affective change, and teaching psychomb
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t9r skills Clinical problem solving can be taught in the patient's
absence, such as in morning report, but a patient is required for the
teacher to observe the learner collecting and synthesizing data, for
the teacher to give direct feedback on the learner's performance, for
the teacher to model and directly demonstrate patient care attitudes
and professional behavior, and for the learner to see, and perform
tinder supervision, certain examination or technical procedures. For
example, previc .; studies have noted a remarkably high error rate
by residents in the performance of routine physical examination
( Weiner and Nathanson, 1976, Wray and Friedland 1983) No
anount of lecturing or group discussion will correct these errors.
Only bedside teaching, done with confidence and enthusiasm by an
experienced clinician, has that potential

4. Typical Activities

edside teaching can occur with equal success in both inpatient
and outpatient settings. We think that the teaching techniques
which follow could be applied in ward ounds supervised by either
chief residents or faculty; in the teaching of bedside examination,
diagnostic, or therapeutic procedures by senior or junior residents to
other residents or medical students; in outpatient clinics, or other
office settings, such as family practice centers, by residents of all
levels, and it the teaching of procedures in the emergency room,
operating room, and delivery room

B. PRINCIPLES
Pri '.--le 1: Base all tearbing on data generated by or about the

patient.

Bedside teaching has as its only purpose the teaching of knowl-
edge, attitudes, and skills related directly to the patient who is pres-
ent. This may seem obvious to, and therefore ignored by, some
readers The simplicity of this purpose may be missed by some
bedside teachers, who then are unwittingly drawn into tangential
discussions for which the patient's presence is only vaguely helpful.
Also, some teachers may consider the patient to be someone whose
purpose is to be impressed by the depth and breadth of the teacher's
eloquent soliloquy on matters wl-, -h may not always pertain to the
patient's case. In both cases, the patient is confused, the learners
eniba assed, and the value of the patient's presence is lost. We
wou" suggest you keep in mind the advice of Sylvius, the 17th
Centc.., .2hair of Medicine at Leiden, who wrote in 1664:

"My method . (is ,o) lead my students by the hand to the practice of
medicine, taking them every day to see patients in the public hospital, that
they may hear the patient's symptoms and see their physical findings. Then 1
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question the studers a- to what they have noted in the patients and about
their thoughts and perceptions regarding the cause of the illnesses and the
principles of treatrr....it (Linfors and Neelon, 1980, p 1231)

In almost all cases, teaching should focus on history, examina-
tion, or laboratory data, or relate to a psychomotor skill being
taught.

With regard to the conduct of bedside rounds, we recommend
the problem-oriented approach initially described by Weed and
modified by Hurst (1971). Hurst notes that the bulk of the patient
presentation should not be made in the presence of the patient, but
should adequately prepare the learners to benefit maximally from
the time with the patient. "The time physicians and students spend
with patients should be dew. ni entirely to the patient. Each patient
is unique and what each says and reveals must be listened to and
studied carefully" (Hurst, 1971, p. 464). This means that case pres-
entations, either complete or partial, must be made succinctly, that
all data bearing on a particular problem be presented together, that
not Ai problems necessarily be discussed, that the presenter make
clear an overview of the patient's situation, that the purpose of
subsequently visiting the patient be made clear, and that time be
allowed for questions between presentation and patient visit so that
no confusion or ambiguity persists.

Remember always that "visits to the bedside can serve an impor-
tant function, but they appear to do so only when they are conducted
with a definite purpose mind e.g., to illustrate or confirm
ceitain physical findings, to validate and expand on key points in the
history, or to demonstrate appropriate methods of interacting with
the patient" (Mattern et al., 1983, p. 1131).

Principle 2: Conduct bedside rounds with respect for the patient's
comfort and dignity.

We can make this point best by using Osl-r as an example. A
description by one of his students indicated that Osier -would go to
the patient's bed, stand (or sometimes sit in a chair) near the head of
the bed at the patient's right side, give him a cheery greeting and, if
he were a new patient, ask for his history. . . . After it had been
commented on ... and often added to and illuminated by Dr. Osier
with accompanying pertinent remarks, the report of the physical
examination was called for from the clinical clerk. . . . Usually Dr.
Osier made some examination himself and demonstrated and dis-
cussed patient features, all the time mingling his discussion with
remarks and explanations to the patient, so that he would not be
mystified or frietened. . . Often, patients whose cases had pre-
viously been discussed were passed over quickly, but Dr. Osier never
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failed to give some bright, cheering words to the patient" (Christian,
1949, pp 81-82).

Several authors have noted the beneficial effect of bedside teach-
ing to patients. Romano notes that "ward round teaching, when
conducted tactfully and sympathetically .. is not a traumatic emo-
tional experience to patients, but educates and reassures them"
(1941,p 667). Linfors and Neelon found that 95 percent of patients
saw bedside rounds as a positive experience, but that patients had
several suggestions for improvement: "They wanted the attending
physician to introduce himself, to state the purpose of bedside
rounds, and to be sensitive to the need to translate technical tetms.
They also thought that the patient should receive advance notice of
bedside rounds and that rounds should not be so lcng as to tire the
patient" (1980, p. 1231). Hurst notes that the presenter, who should
know the patient best, should visit the patient after rounds to clarify
misunderstandings and relieve any anxieties created by rounds. Also,
Hurst reinforces Osler's technique of leaving the bedside "with an
optimistic statement of some sort even if it is no more than stating
that the physicians caring for the patient are working diligently on
the patient's problems" (1971, p. 1231). Showing due respect for the
patient's comfort and dignity not only is necessary f^r good patient
care, but also models excellent professional behavior by the teacher
for the learners.

Principle 3: Always teach patient care skills at the level of the
learner.

Learners progress through four levels of sophistication as they
learn new skills (Personnel Journal, 1974). Teachers must be aware
of the level of sophistication at which a learner is currently functiu..
ing and match their teaching to that level Teaching at a level of
understanding greater or lesser than that of the learner is unprucluc-
tive, frustrating, or both.

The four possible levels of understanding are:

1 unconsciously incompetent,

2 consciously incompetent,

3. consciously competent,

4 unconsciously competent

Most learners are at level 1, where they do not even know what they
do not know, Most teachers are at level 4, where they can "do it in
their sleep." The teacher must join the learner, since the k.onverse
situation is impossible. For instance, in teaching a junior medical
student how to draw an arterial blood specimen, the teacher would
first make the learner aware of the technique's existence, the
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equipment required, the indications and contra-indications The
learner would then know what he/she does not know and be con-
sciously Incompetent. Proper demonstration and practice on models
and patients would allow the learner to see and perform the proce-
dure correctly, albeit with hesitation and anxiety, and thus become
consciously competent. Hundreds of correct performances later, the
learner would be unconsciously competent.

Many studies (Lamkin et al., 1983; Stricter et at, 19751 have
been done of teacher behaviors that promote effective clinical learn-
ing, and all reach a similar conclusion with regard to teaching at the
level of the learner They show that teachers who, in addition to
being competent and knowledgeable, are

empathetic,

compassionate,

gentle,

patient,

interested in students and their needs,

sensitive, and

accessible to students

have the greatest success as clinical teachers. Being aware of the
learner's past experiences, current needs, and current emotional
state is critical to the success of teaching and role modeling patient
care skills and behavior

Principle 4: Use the methods of backward chaining or forward
lengthening to teach sequential skills.

Many medical or surgical procedures are actually a series of
sequential steps, each of which must be performed correctly and in
proper sequence. Examples include the physical assessment of the
trauma patient, the mental status examination, and major surgical
procedures. In order to teach these procedures effectively, it is
important that they be broken into their discrete compornts rather
than taught as an indigestible lump, and that one of two specific
techniques be used to teach the sequence of steps.

In backward chaining, the last step is demonstrated and practiced
first, so as to give learners a sense of the procedure's endpoint and
outcome. Each preceding step is then demonstrated and practiced,
followed in sequence by the latter steps already learned. By the time
the first step in a 10-step sequence is learned, the last step has been
performed 10 times. For example, in the repair of a midline perineal
episiotorny, the attending could teach first the final stage of
subcuticular skin closure, then add to that (on the next patient) the
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placement of deep interrupted sutures in the rectovaginal septum,
and finally teach the first step of a running, locked suture in the
vaginal mucosa.

Forward lengthening works just the opposite of backward
chaining. The first step is demonstrated and practiced first, and
subsequent steps are added until the final step is reached. Note that
we emphasize demonstration and practice. The dictum "see one, do
one, teach one" may be a bit light in the number of repetitions
recommended, but the principle is correct.

Principle 5: Give feedback on current performance to improve
future performance.

One of the important learning objectives of bedside rounds,
which cannot be as well achieved by some other teaching formats, is
evaluation by the teacher of the learner, as well as by the learner of
the material The giving of feedback to the learner is a critical part
of the teacher's job Christian observed that Os ler was particularly
good at this "His criticisms of students and their work were incisive
and unforgettable, but never harsh or unkindly; they inspired
respect and affection, never fear" (Christian, 1949, p. 82).

The characteristics of feedback that will contribute most to
future improvement are that it be:

as specifc as possible,

positive when deserved,

not demeaning when critical,

a understandable,

about things that can be changed, and

well timed

Telling a surgical resident that he is not fi, ,0 De a butcher does little
to improve future performance, nor does the common practice of
evaluating students by writing comments on an evaluation form that
will not be seen for months after a rotation ends. Our experience has
shown that giving feedback that conforms to the above six charac-
teristics can be remarkably easy for the teacher and remarkably
valuable for the learner



Chapter VII
THE CLINICIAN AS TEACHER

We began this book with the question, -Why should a resident be a
good teacher?" We offered two answers. First, residents do a lot of
teaching, and therefore ought to be good at it. Socond, to teach is to
learn twice We now ask a related question, "Why should a practic-
ing physician be a good teacher?" The second nswer still applies.
After a physician enters practice, continuing to teach actively is
probably the surest stimulus to continuing to practice excellent med-
icine, whether one, ten, or twenty years after training. Also, as we
have noted previously, as a resident you provide a great service to
attending physicians by taking seriously your responsibility for
teaching them. Interestingly, the first answer also applies to the
practicing physician. As we all know, the origin of the word "doctor"
is the word "docere," meaning ''to teach." This function of the
physician does not end with residency training. As a practicing phy-
sician, y, , will be called upon to teach other physicians in the
clinical department of your private hospital, to teach ancillary hospi-
tal personnel and your office staff, to provide preceptorships to
residents and medical students as a clinical faculty member of a
nearby medical school, and even to speak on medical subjects to
community and civic groups. Perhaps most importantly, you are a
teacher in every patient encounter, since patient education is per-
haps the physician's most important function For these reasons, we
offer this final principle to guide you in your future career as a
teacher-clinician

PRINCIPLE: The most important characteristic of a successful
clinical teacher is creativity.

Creativity is a notion whose clarity diminishes as its study inten-
sifies However, creativity in teaching can be described, to a large
extent, by two characteristics: 1) the degree to which the teacher is
novel, and 2) the degree to which the teacher is useful (Whitman,
1983) These two characteristics can be arranged in a 2 x 2 matrix, as
shown in Figure II. As you can see, the teacher who is both novel and
useful is creative, and therefore successful. The teacher who is novel,
but not useful, is a charlatan who will entertain, but not edify. The
teacher who is useful, but not novel, is a pedantic bore whose
experience and intelligence will remain forever a secret. We wel-
come your suggestions for what to call a teacher who is neither
useful nor novel Unfortunately, we have all had experience with
this unnamed creature
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Figure II.
A Model for Creativity in Teaching
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The key to being a successful teacher, then, is to learn behaviors
that make you both novel and useful Several studies have deter-
mined which teacher behaviors contribute most to successful learn-
ing These can all be listed according to whether the teacher is novel
or useful, and we have listed them in this way in Table I. It is
unfortunate, but true, that the teacher who is novel is enthusiastic,
stimulating, compassionate, and accessible to students. (We wish
that all teachers were like this and these behaviors therefore not so
novel). The teacher who is useful is well organized, competent,
practical, answers questions, and emphasizes comprehension over
recall. If we accomplish nothing else in this book, we urge that,
before each teaching experience, you read and follow the lists of
behaviors in Table I.

We will end with another story. A highly acclaimed artist was
being awarded first prize at a prestigious art show for a large collec-
tion of excellent works. The judge asked the artist which of her
several pieces she considered to be her very best. She replied that
none of the pieces on display was her very best. The judge was
surprised that the artist had not brought her best work to the show.
She replied that it was because her best work had yet to be done.

Becoming an excellent teacher requires continual learning and
improvement, and each of us has yet to do our best teaching. We
hope this book has helped you improve your teaching skills so that

your best teaching has yet to be done.
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Table I
NOVEL AND USFrqJL BEHAVIORS OF THE IDEAL

CLINICAL TEACHER (3 Studies)

(Irby, 1978)

(Lamkin et al ,

1983)

Novel

1 enthusiastic

2 adept at interacting
with learners

Useful

1 clear and well
organized

1 stimulating 1 competent

2 empathetic 2 organized

3 compassionate 3 well read

4 gentle 4 practical
5 feeling

6 patient

(Stricter et al , 1 enthusiastic 1 answers questions
1975) 2 provides construolve 2 explains actions and

feedback decisions

i genuine interest in 3 provides opportunities
sr .',.tits to practice technical and

-4 accessible to students problem solving skills

5 dynamic and energetic 4 summarizes major points

6 explains lucidly 5 makes difficult concepts
understandable

6 emphasizes compre-
hension over recall

7 competent

8 well prepared

9 emphasizes important
points

10 discusses practical
applications of subject
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